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EASA Sustainable Aviation Programme

Green Deal 
Green 

Recovery

Sustainable aviation initiatives are a key part of the green recovery
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The need for transparency still increasing…

I’m 
green

No! I’m 
green

I’m 
greener!

European Citizens want to 
know what 

flying means for the 
Environment

Societal expectations 
have changed

Different green claims are 
confusing the public
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Label programme – Passenger survey* results

* Online survey 2019, Updated 2020, 18 European Countries, 9500+ respondents

Passengers…

… are not aware 
e.g. Only 5% know the share of aviation in CO2 

emissions, most believe it is “around 30%” 

… but are keen to know more
80% are ready to receive environmental information on 

the aircraft and the airline

… and prefer to receive information 
in the form of a label

3 out of 4 Europeans want a label for aviation
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Environmental Label Pogramme: Objective

increase awareness and transparency
and ultimately support passengers and other actors 

in making informed choices
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Environmental Label Pogramme: Key Principles

Simplicity

Transparency

Build on existing data, standards and best practice

Voluntary
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Environmental Label

AIRCRAFT 
Performance

AIRLINE
Performance

League Tables
Airport Performance
ANSP Performance

Visualise and communicate environmental performance of aviation to the 
flying public, people around airports and the general public with a label
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Use scenario 1: Information about the aircraft

Comparison between aircraft technologies
- Based on aircraft and engine certification
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Use scenario 2: Information about my airline

Airline information

- CO2 efficiency

- Sustainable Aviation Fuels

- ETS allowances, Voluntary Offsetting
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Most 
environmentally 
responsible flight?

Use scenario 3: choosing a flight

Booking engine

Airline website

Comparison between different flight options
- CO2 per passenger and flight

- Net CO2 reduction from SAF to be built in the metrics based on REDII and ETS criteria
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Stakeholder outreach & co-operation

Non-governmental 
organisations

→ T+E

→ UECNA

Environmental agencies
→European Environment Agency

→National Environmental Agencies

Task Force & Working Groups
→ Airlines

→ Airports

→ Associations

→ Manufacturers

→ Member States
Expressing interest
→ Non-EU countries & NAAs

→ Non-EU airlines

→ Amadeus, Skyscanner

Approx

80% 
of European Traffic

(BRA, Widerøe)

(ERA)
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Milestones 2020

Prototypes developed

Voluntary CO2 certification launched with industry 

International partners at CAEP informed

New survey conducted

Contribution Agreement signed with the European Commission
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Next steps: Towards intermodal comparison

?
Fuel vs Electricity

Infrastructure 

Habitat

Life cycle perspective needed with 
comprehensive impact categories
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New developments shaping the next phase

Green recovery

EU Green Deal Initiatives:
Green Claims

ReFuelEU

Green Deal

Covid-19 adjusted
time line
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Key milestones 2021 Pilot Phase

Integrate life-cycle approach
to be future proof and allow 
for intermodal comparisons

Fine-tune metrics

User Testing and impact 
assessments

Freeze metrics

Propose initial set-up
Public information/score card/API data 

provision/label
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Questions for discussion

→ How can the nature of regional aviation be taken into account?

→ How could ERA members support effective user testing?
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